
ENTRY FORM 

 

DVASE  
2016 Excellence in Structural Engineering 

Awards Program  
 

PROJECT CATEGORY (check one): 
Buildings under $2M  Buildings Over $100M  

Buildings $2M-$10M  Other Structures Under $5M  

Buildings $10M - $30M  Other Structures Over $5M  

Buildings $30M - $100M  Single Family Home X 

 
Approximate 
construction cost of 
facility submitted: 

 
Undisclosed 

Entry Fee:  
 

FREE 

Name of Project: 
   

Private Residence – Avalon, NJ 
 

Location of Project:  
 

Avalon, New Jersey  

Date construction was 
completed (M/Y):  

June 2013 

Structural Design Firm: 
  

Mulhern and Kulp Structural Engineers 

Affiliation:   All entries must be submitted by DVASE member firms 
or members. 

Architect: 
 

Asher Associates Architects, LLC 

General Contractor:   
 

D.L. Miner Construction 

 
Company Logo (insert .jpg in box below)  
 

 

 
Important Notes: 
 

 Please .pdf your completed entry form and email to bkoroncai@barrpino.com. 
 

 Please also email separately 2-3 of the best .jpg images of your project, for the 
slide presentation at the May dinner and for the DVASE website.  Include a brief 
(approx. 4 sentences) summary of the project for the DVASE Awards 
Presentation with this separate email. 

 

mailto:bkoroncai@barrpino.com


 Provide a concise project description in the following box (one page maximum). 
Include the significant aspects of the project and their relationship to the judging 
criteria. 
 
 

Ambitious architectural design features, sandy soil conditions and high wind requirements underscore the 
structural challenge of this 9500 sq’ +/- private beachside residence in Avalon, NJ. Mulhern & Kulp led all 
phases of structural engineering, from planning and design through construction.  
 
The three-story residence is composed of predominately wood-framed construction. Split-levels over the 
garage actually give the home six different top-of-floor elevations. Floors were framed with manufactured 
I-joists, with the exception of a portion of the first floor, which was a structural slab on grade. To achieve 
maximum ceiling heights at the third floor, and to fit within the allowable building heights of Avalon 
Township, the roof was conventionally framed with rafters, and structural ridge and valley beams. Multiple 
roof pitches, pop-up dormers, varying plate heights, and various reflected ceiling profiles provided many 
challenges in designing the structural roof system. The foundations consisted of a CMU crawlspace on 
grade beam and driven timber piles. Deep foundations were required for this home due to its close 
proximity to the beach and poor soil bearing capacity. Reinforced concrete grade beams were designed to 
support gravity loads and to span between piles if soil erosion and scouring occur during a flood event.   
 
To maximize the view of the ocean, the architect utilized large glass NanaWalls. In fact, the beachside wall 
at the main living level is composed almost entirely of glass across the full length of the home. These large 
glass openings, along with the open concept floor plan, the coastal high wind speeds, and the six levels of 
varying plate heights, made for a challenging lateral design for this home. A combination of wood framed 
shear walls and several two-story steel moment frames were designed as part of the lateral resistance 
system. Long spans required the use of many heavy steel sections as part of the moment frames. These 
beams, along with HSS columns, were shop fabricated and then assembled on site. The high wind design 
associated with the coastal exposure, coupled with the unique architectural layout, required many custom 
shear-transfer details and hold-downs to be specified. 
 
Mulhern & Kulp performed several site visits during construction to verify compliance with the structural 
documentation.   
 
One of the most notable architectural & structural features in this home is the glass stair tower. Bumped-
out from the side of the house, the rear and side wall of the tower are composed of a glass curtain wall. 
HSS columns were installed as mullions to support the windows and form a multi-bay moment frame. 
Structural support for the stair itself was provided by a mitered steel stair stringer that was inset from the 
windows to create a “floating” staircase that hangs between cantilevered landings with open space below 
each landing. 
 
Apart from the main house structure, there were several design challenges with the accessory buildings as 
well. Between two of the accessory structures, a sunshade structure was to be installed over a dining area. 
However, one entire corner of the shade was intended to be unsupported. The best solution was 
determined to be a propped cantilever. An HSS 6x6 was shop fabricated and installed spanning between 
the building and an outset column. Then an additional 5 ½”x5 ½” tube was slid inside the 6x6 tube and 
cantilevered 7’ to form the outside corner of the sun shade structure. The pieces could then be field 
welded together. This solution satisfied the architectural design and was found to be easy to field install.  
 



 
 The following 5 pages (maximum) can be used to portray your project to the 

awards committee through photos, renderings, sketches, plans, etc…  
 
 

 

 
Aerial view of the home (North-side) 

 
Right-side elevation 



 

 

 
Rear elevation (Beach-side) 

 
Detail at cantilevered support for accessory building sun-shade 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Photo taken from rear (beach-side) 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Photo of cantilevered landing at glass stair tower 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Photo taken of front of home (street-side) 




